In our recent paper W.S. Rossi, P. Frasca and F. Fagnani, "Average resistance of toroidal graphs", SIAM Journal on Control and Optimization, 53(4): [2541][2542][2543][2544][2545][2546][2547][2548][2549][2550][2551][2552][2553][2554][2555][2556][2557] 2015, we studied how the average resistances of d-dimensional toroidal grids depend on the graph topology and on the dimension of the graph. Our results were based on the connection between resistance and Laplacian eigenvalues. In this note, we contextualize our work in the body of literature about random walks on graphs. Indeed, the average effective resistance of the d-dimensional toroidal grid is proportional to the mean hitting time of the simple random walk on that grid. If d ≥ 3, then the average resistance can be bounded uniformly in the number of nodes and its value is of order 1/d for large d.
Introduction
In this note we clarify the relation of [1] with some literature in the field of probability and we show that Conjecture 2.2 stated therein follows directly from Theorem 6.1 in [4] , a result proved with electrical techniques. We begin by briefly recalling some definitions and facts on electrical networks and on random walks. Next, we focus our discussion on toroidal grids.
Electrical Networks and Simple Random Walks
We consider an undirected connected graph G = (V, E) with N = |V | vertices and |E| edges. We denote with d v the degree of v and we call δ-regular a graph with d v = δ for every v ∈ V . We may think of the graph as an electrical network with all edges having unit resistance. Given two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , we denote by R eff (u, v) the effective resistance between them, i.e. the electrical potential difference induced between u and v by a unit current injected in u and extracted from v. We define the average effective resistance of G as
where R eff (u, u) := 0. A simple random walk on the graph G = (V, E) is a discrete-time random process started at one vertex in V . See [2] for a concise introduction. If at step t the random walk is at a node v, at step t + 1 the walk will be in one of the neighbors of v chosen with probability 1/d v . The sequence of vertices visited by the simple random walk is a time-reversible Markov chain with transition matrix
Associated with a time-reversible Markov chain there is a unique positive, sum-one vector π called stationary distribution satisfying the equations π v P v,w = π w P w,v for all pairs in V ×V . For the simple random walk it is easy to show that π v = d v (2|E|) −1 . Given a pair of vertices v, w ∈ V , the hitting time H vw is the expected number of steps it takes to a random walk started in v to first reach w. The sum C vw = H vw + H wv is called commute time and represents the expected number of steps that the random walk started at v takes to reach w and get back to v. If the graph G = (V, E) is δ-regular, then the average hitting time and the average effective resistance are proportional. Moreover, the stationary distribution π becomes uniform: 
allows us to interpret the results about τ 0 (T M d ) in [3, Prop. 13 .8] as asymptotic relations 1 for the average effective resistance of toroidal grids with M growing large. The asymptotic trends are
1 Given two sequences f, g : N → R + , let ℓ + = lim sup n f (n)/g(n) and ℓ − = lim infn f (n)/g(n). We write that f = O(g) when ℓ + < +∞; that f = o(g) when ℓ + = 0; that f ∼ g when ℓ + = ℓ − = 1, and f = Θ(g) when ℓ + , ℓ − ∈ (0, +∞).
and this relation asymptotically implies (4). Additionally, we conjectured (Conjecture 2.2 of [1] ) that
Also this stronger statement can actually be proved, as follows. . For the upper bound, let R max (G) := max u,v∈V R eff (u, v) be the maximum of the effective resistances between any pair of vertices in the graph G and observe that R eff (u, v) ≤ 1 2 R max (G). Since Theorem 6.1 of [4] states that
the conjecture is proved.
